Quiz Bingo
1) Read out the questions in order from 1 to 25.
Teams write their answers in any square on both sides of their answer sheet
and the accompanying number in the top left hand corner.
2) After a short break you collect one of the team’s 2 completed copies then
you begin reading out the answers in the order given on the answer sheet.
First read the number, then the question followed by the answer, then the
number again.
3) If incorrect or unanswered, teams cross through the answer and are not
able to use that square.
4) The winning team is one who has 5 in a line horizontally, diagonally or

vertically
5) After a 'house' call, check the duplicate copy.
If correct, they win, if incorrect, continue playing.
6) In the event of a tie or if no team wins when all answers have been read
out, use the tiebreak question.
7) After a winning claim, remember to read out the answer to all remaining
questions.
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Bingo Questions
1) Whose music provided the soundtrack to the film The Exorcist?
2) What is the main ingredient in the Indian beverage lassi?
3) In human biology, the 'phalanges' is the correct medical name for what part of
the body?
4) What type of operation took place in Amiens, France at the end of November
2005 for the first time?
5) What 'B' is a city in south west England that is famous for the Royal Crescent
and the Assembly Rooms?
6) According to David Bowie's Space Oddity, who were ground control trying to
contact?
7) What is the name of the rival gang to the Jets in the film West Side Story?
8) Fill in the missing word to the 1960s dinosaur classic: The Valley Of The …
what?
9) Which gas forms nearly 80% of the Earth's atmosphere?
10) What was the band Oasis' first UK number one?
11) What was the first name of the snooker player nicknamed 'Hurricane'
Higgins?
12) Which British national institution was founded in 1694?
13) Of which Los Angeles newspaper was Lou Grant the editor?
14) Which fruit has the varieties Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Muscat?
15) What is the name of the world's largest bay, found in Canada?
16) In which Scottish city is the film Trainspotting set?
17) If a theatre has the capacity to seat 2000 people, how many people would it
take to fill a quarter of it?
18) Which cocktail is made with two parts vodka, six parts orange juice and one
part galliano?
19) What is the chemical symbol for Helium?
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20) What was the name of the character played by Elvis Presley in the 1966
movie Frankie And Johnny?
21) "Shall I compare thee to a Summer's day" is the start of a sonnet by whom?
22) Which famous TV scarecrow lived in Ten Acre Field?
23) Ferenc Puskas died at the age of 79 in November 2006 - which national side
did he play football for?
24) Which Tennessee Williams play features the characters Blanche Dubois and
the Kowalskis?
25) In The Simpsons, what is the first name of Principal Skinner?
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Bingo Answers
14) Which fruit has the varieties Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Muscat?
Grape
24) Which Tennessee Williams play features the characters Blanche Dubois and the
Kowalskis?
A Streetcar Named Desire
11) What was the first name of the snooker player nicknamed 'Hurricane' Higgins?
Alex
5) What 'B' is a city in south west England that is famous for the Royal Crescent and
the Assembly Rooms?
Bath
12) Which British national institution was founded in 1694?
Bank of England
25) In The Simpsons, what is the first name of Principal Skinner?
Seymour
6) According to David Bowie's Space Oddity, who were ground control trying to
contact?
Major Tom
4) What type of operation took place in Amiens, France at the end of November 2005
for the first time?
Face Transplant
23) Ferenc Puskas died at the age of 79 in November 2006 - which national side did
he play football for?
Hungary
13) Of which Los Angeles newspaper was Lou Grant the editor?
Tribune
3) In human biology, the 'phalanges' is the correct medical name for what part of the
body?
Fingers
17) If a theatre has the capacity to seat 2000 people, how many people would it take
to fill a quarter of it?
500
22) Which famous TV scarecrow lived in Ten Acre Field?
Worzel Gummidge
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10) What was the band Oasis' first UK number one?
Some Might Say
16) In which Scottish city is the film Trainspotting set?
Edinburgh
8) Fill in the missing word to the 1960s dinosaur classic: The Valley Of The … what?
Gwangi
20) What was the name of the character played by Elvis Presley in the 1966 movie
Frankie And Johnny?
Johnny
7) What is the name of the rival gang to the Jets in the film West Side Story?
Sharks
2) What is the main ingredient in the Indian beverage lassi?
Yoghurt
19) What is the chemical symbol for Helium?
He
15) What is the name of the world's largest bay, found in Canada?
Hudson Bay
1) Whose music provided the soundtrack to the film The Exorcist?
Mike Oldfield
21) "Shall I compare thee to a Summer's day" is the start of a sonnet by whom?
William Shakespeare
9) Which gas forms nearly 80% of the Earth's atmosphere?
Nitrogen
18) Which cocktail is made with two parts vodka, six parts orange juice and one part
galliano?
Harvey Wallbanger

In the event of a tie: Ask this question to the winners, nearest wins.
How many war ships did Germany command in World War 1?
99
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